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Water pollution, air pollution and soil contamination are some the environmental issues as the impact of increasing various citizens people activities in the city. Environmental problems are common issue in many big city like in the garbage river flow area. This research aims to describe the implementation of the handling the garbage problem in the watershed as well as the obstacles. The focus of the research consisted of size and policy objectives, the resources, the characteristics of the implementing agencies, the attitude/tendency implementer, communication between the organization and implementing activities, social and political environment. Data used in this research are primary data and secondary data. The primary data collected through interviews and observations, while secondary data are obtained from the dokumentation.

The results show that the implementation of the Perda is not good enough yet. This is because there are several variables that still unfulfilled yet and face several trouble such as size and policy objectives, resources, communication between organization and implementing activities, social and political environment. While related to other variables such as the variable policy objectives, financial resources, communication between organizations in coordinate, the characteristics of the implementing agencies and the attitude/tendency policy implementer have been fulfilled and runs fairly well.
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